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Dedication
Faithful dedicated service is often taken
for granted until a time of recognition and
appreciation arrives. This is the way, we,
graduates of 1964, feel about our Dean of
Students, and wish to dedicate this year's
Al-Hikma to Rev. Thomas B. Mulvehill, S.J.
For eighteen years he has served in Iraq. He has faithfully discharged
the duties of teacher of English, Religion, and Mathematics at Baghdad
College (1946-1956), and has efficiently served as Administrator, as well as
Professor of Theology and History at Al-Hikma University (1956-1964).
Presently, as Dean of Students, his efficiency, solicitude and kindness are
deeply appreciated by all; as Professor of History his lectures vividly relive
the great deeds and events of the past that have great influence on our
present.
May God grant him length of days so that he can continue to influence our
lives and to render faithful service for many years to come !
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To the Members of the Class of 1964:
As you finish your years of study and pre-
paration at Al-Hikma, you face many problems
in a world that is breaking out of old ways of
thinking and living and is developing towards
new ideas and new modes of life.
Although the problems are large and real, you are equipped with the
intellectual and moral training to confront them as opportunities for service rather
than as obstacles to progress.
I am confident, therefore, in your desire and your ability to surmount all
the difficulties you encounter and to fashion out of them a life of service to your
country and to your God.
May God bless you on the thresh-hold of a new stage in your life!
JOHN P. BANKS, S.J.
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ALI AL-QARAGHULI
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc. in Civil Engineering
Smooth confident Ali came to Al-Hikma from
Adhamiya. He was interested in all campus acti-
vities, and held office in the Student Union.
When not reading political and philosophical
books, he relaxed at a game of ping-pong or in
the swimming pool. He hopes to do graduate
studies in Structural Design in the U.S.A.
ANIS M. BARGHOUTI
Ramallah, Jordan
B. Sc. in Business Administration
Amiable Anis arrived on the University campus
ftom neighboring Jordan. He readily made friends,
and influenced people through the Debating
Society, S.A.M., and the Al-Jami'i Staff. Music
and sports kept him fit. If he succeeds in obtain-
ing a scholarship he will further his studies in
Economics; else will turn to managerial work.
ANTWAN KHAWWAM
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc Civil Engineering
After attending Baghdad College, Antwan matri-
culated to the campus at Zafaraniya. Intensive
and exacting in his work, he would like to continue
studying Structural Engineering. His list of accom-
plishments was long in sports and on the platl is
of the Debating and Dramatic Societies. He also
worked in the library, and was a Sodalist.
BASIL KATTULA
Baghdad. Iraq
B. Sc. in Civil Engineering
A quiet competent member of the class, Basil
studied hard and accomplished much. His favorite
subject was Structural Design, which he hopes to
pursue further in graduate studies abroad. He
collected stamps, played volleyball and ping-pong,
and for outside interest joined the Society for the
Advancement of Management.
FAHMI AVAR MICHAEL
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc. in Civil Engineering
Spirited and interesting at all times, Fahmi's
greatest delight was to kick a goal on the football
field. He expects to continue to score in all his
endeavors, especially in graduate studies abroad.
Music, ping-pong, reading, and track filled out
his leisure time.
FAROUK MISHU
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc. in Civil Engineering
Farouk matriculated to the Zafaraniya campus
from Karrada Sharqiya. His diligent and careful
work was always an inspiration to others. He loved
to listen to good music when not at the drawing
board. After graduation he elects to work in
Baghdad.
FARQAD AL-SALMAN
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc. in Business Administration
Magnanimous Farqad entered Al-Hikma from
Baghdad College, and while here distinguished
himself as an outstanding member of the Music
club, the Al-Jami'i Magazine Staff, the Debating
Society and S.A.M. (Society for the Advancement
of Management). His brilliant piano playing will
be recalled with delight. He expects to be an
Industrial Manager in the near future.
JAMAL RAHMAN!
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc. in Civil Engineering
Calm composed,Jamal exchanged the B.C. campus
for Zafarania four years ago, and has never regret-
ted the move. While learning his profession as an
engineer, he occasionally relaxed by hitting a
ping-pong ball or by listening to good music.
Concrete is his specialty. He feels competently
prepared for work in Baghdad.
KAMAL DINKHA KEWSON
Kirkuk, Iraq
B. Sc. in Business Administration
KDK was often seen on campus with camera in
hand. For hobbies, he lists : Photography, Books
and Music. For sports : basketball, football,
baseball and track. His versatility also brought
him membership in the Sodality, Dramatics, Debat-
ing, Yearbook and Management activities. His
ambition is for success in Drama and the Motion
Picture Industry.
KEYUMARTH SULTAN I
Teheran, Iran
B . Sc. in Civil Engineering
Capable, practical Keyumarth's early years were
spent in Iran before entering the- Baghdad school
system. He has enjoyed four successful years on
campus and can look back on a job well done.
When not attending the Scientific Society lectures
he exercised at volleyball and track, and enjoyed
reading, languages and painting. He will cotinue
studies in Germany or the USA.
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MAAN HAMID JAWAD
Baghdad, Iraq
H. Sc. in Civil Engineering
Genial and well-mannered Maan found many out-
lets for his talents at Al-Hikma. His interests in-
eluded astronomy, photography and sports. He
surveyed the tennis courts as an aid to construct-
ion. The Debating, Scientific, and Music clubs
claim him as a member. His desire for the future
is graduate studies in Structural Engineering in
the USA.
MUNDHIR NAM.W BUBBOSH
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc. in Business Administration
Tall talented Mundhir came to Al-Hikma via
Baghdad College. He was a busy man on campus
and made many friends. He will be remembered
as a Sodalist, a debater, and as a worker on the
staffs of the Yearbook, Al-Jami'i, and the library.
His stamp collection impels inspection. He may
head for further studies in Finance.
MUWAFFAQ. EDWARD METTI
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc. in Civil Engineering
Quiet mild-mannered Muwaffaq travelled to
Zafaraniya through the portals of B.C. He was
prominent on campus supporting the sports pro-
gram enthusiastically. He indulged in ping-pong
and good music. He was a member of the Science
Academy. Concrete and sanitation are his chosen
fields for further study in England or the USA.
MUWAFFAQ T. SIMANI
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc. in Civil Engineering
A class leader in every respect, Muwaffaq was an
outstanding student at the university. He played a
prominent role in the Sodality, the Scientific Aca-
demy, and in S.A.M. His leisure moments found
him playing ping-pong, or throwing a basketball,
or playing chess. After graduation he would like
to obtain his Master's degree, and then teach and
design.
NABIL AZIZ
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc. in Business Administration
Mosul's gift to Al-Hikma, Nabil has enjoyed his
four years on ihe Zafaraniya campus. As an out-
let for his zeal and energies he joined the Sodality,
S.A.M.. and the Debating Society. He loved to
read in the library, and could always be counted
on for support at all social functions. With a bent
towards Economics he will make a fine business
manager.
NABIL YUSUF FRANCIS
Baghdad Iraq,
B. Sc. in Business Administration
Generous cooperative- Nabil was noted for his
unruffled temperameit both at B.C. and at the
University. He gave generously of his time to the
Sodality. Library and Yearbook staffs, as well as
to S.A.M. He fully supported the sports program.
His favorite subject, Statistics, will be his special-
ization in future studies in the USA.
NADIM SAIGH
Baghdad. Iraq
B. Sc. in Business Administration
Pleasant and affable at all times Nadim won
many friends at Al-Hikma. His interests included
S.A.M., the Sodality, Debating and the Music
Club. He read much and enjoyed a good picnic.
Marketing and Industrial Management beckon
him on to further studies abroad.
NASRAT YUSUF NASSIR
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc. in Civil Engineering
A genial gentleman from Karrada via B.C.,
Nasrat found many outlets for his talents at Al-
Hikma. He was a faithful member of the Sodality
and the Secretary of S.A.M. He participated in
track, photography and ping-pong. Surveying
and Structures have special appeal that call him
to graduate studies, probably in the USA.
NATIQ AL-DUHI
Baghdad, I raq
B. Sc. in Business Administration
Natiq is Jaffariya's gift to the campus. Quid and
attentive he gained much from his courses thai he
can apply to his chicken farming and animal hus-
bandry. Marketing is his special interest; table
tennis his favorite relaxation. Already a business
man he is undecided about future studies.
NIJYAR H. SHEMDIN
Zakho, Iraq
B. Sc. in Business Administration
Nijyar prepared for Al-Hikma by prepping at
Robert College and B.C. He has made for himself
an enviable record while on campus. He was first
president of S.A.M., and the ace photographer of
the Yearbook staff. For a change of pace he liked
to read and play tennis. Business enterprises will
demand his attention immediately after gradua-
tion.
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PHENUEL PHILIP
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc. in Civil Engineering
Every class has its outstanding athlete. Phenuel
was both athlete and scholar. He will long be
remembered for his feats on the football field and
on the track. His voice was also heard in sharp
debate. After graduation he plans special studies
in Structures abroad ; otherwise he will join a local
firm.
ROBERT S. MILLER
Staten Island, New York
B. Sc. in Business Administration
All American Bob attended Notre Dame Interna-
tional College, Rome, and the American Com-
munity School, Beirut before arriving on the
Zafaraniya campus. This genial gentleman lent
his talents to Dramatics, Music, Debating, S.A.M.,
and the Yearbook. Painting and ship-building
were his hobbies. He expects to return to the USA
or studies in Industrial Engineering.
SABAH HARUTUNJAN
Baghdad. Iraq
B. Sc. in Civil Engineering
Silent suave Sabah studied steadily and has many
achievements to his credit at Al-Hikma. In the
classroom he preferred Philosophy and Theology.
The Sodality, Music Club, as well as the Scientific
Academy and Debating Society claim him as a
member. Basketball and track kept him phsyically
fit. Already a student member of the American
Geophysxal union, he plans studies in Soil
Mechanics in the USA.
SAMI ANDRKA
Baghdad. Iraq
B. Sc. in Civil Engineering
A man with a mind for details, Sami enjoyed every
year spent at B.C. and Al-Hikma. He was a
staunch Socialist and a charter member of S.A.M.
For hobbies he was soothed by sweet music, when
not pursuing color photography. Special studies
in Concrete await him in the USA.
SAMI HALATA
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc. in Civil Engineering
Not easily perturbed by any problem, Sami pro-
ceeded to enhance at Al-Hikma the record he
made at B.C. He was a good Sodalist and a
member of the Science Club. He liked good music
and much travelling. He hopes to travel to Eng-
land for advanced studies in Soil Mechanics and
Structures.
SAMI OTHMAN
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc. in Civil Engineering
Jordan's gift to the campus was well received by
Al-Hikma. Sami was prominent in football and
track. He proved himself a quiet genial compa-
nion at all times. He did much outside reading
and is greatly interested in politics. After grad-
uate studies in Structural Engineering Sami plans
to return to work in Jordan.
SAMIR HANNA SHAMOON
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc. in Civil Engineering
Talented and artistic Samir was always on call
for a sign or a poster. He was a member ol S.A.M.,
the Scientific Club, as well as on the stalfs of the
Yearbook, and Al-Jami'i magazine. When not
painting, singing Arabic songs, or driving his car.
he could be found playing basketball or ping-pong
or running around the track. After a period of
work he will continue his studies abroad in Struc-
tural Design in Concrete,
SAMIR SADIQ. QATTAN
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc. in Business Administration
Samir gave his best efforts to studies and sports
while at Al-Hikma. He won success as a member
of S.A.M., the Music Club, the Dramatic Society,
and the Yearbook Staff. Track, baseball, basket-
ball, and football tested his athletic prowess. His
interest in Insurance and Economics lead him to
graduate studies in England.
SHIBIB ELIAS HALABU
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc. in Civil Engineering
Serious-minded and determined Shibib diligently
pursued his studies while at Al-Hikma. He was
a prominent member of the Scientific Club and
of S.A.M. Intramural basketball and ping-pong
were favorite forms of exercise. He enjoyed classical
music. He intends to continue studies in Structu-
ral Engineering in the USA.
TAHA AL-SALMAN
Basra. Iraq
B. Sc. in Business Administration
From Palestine Road, Basra, to Bournemouth,
England is the approach to Al-Hikma used by
Taha. He was an ardent supporter of all teams
and at times indulged in table tennis, volleyball,
football and swimming when not listening to
classical music. Taha was a charter member of
S.A.M. He will pursue a Master's degree in
Business Administration in the USA.
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USAM AL-ABACHI
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc. in Business Administration
Usam was a thoughtful member of the class who
made many significiant contributions to class har-
mony and good-fellowship. He was a charter
member of S.A.M. Personnel Management claims
the favorite subject spot with him. He was often
seen playing table tennis. After graduation he
hopes to join the Agricultural Administration in
Baghdad.
VAHAK H. MESROPIAN
Baghdad. Iraq
B. Sc. in Civil Engineering
Quiet and attentive to every detail Vahak attend-
ed the Armenian School before entering Al-Hikma.
His photographic work is outstanding. Reading
and ping-pong relaxed him for more intensive
studies. He was a member of the Scientific Club.
After working for several years after graduation,
he will then do graduate work in Pre-stressed
Concrete.
"VRAJ HARUTUNIAN
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc. in Business Administration
Versatile Vraj prepared for Al-Hikma by attend-
ing Baghdad College. His talents and activities
were legion : Debating, Dramatics, S.A.M., Music,
and Yearbook Staff. He loved a good book and
cross word puzzles. Once in a while he swung a
baseball bat. He will continue his studies in
England in pursuit of a degree in Chartered
Accountancy.
,;>«i.
WAYIL HINDU
Baghdad, Iraq
B. Sc. in Business Administration
A genial gentleman with a fine competitive spirit
and sense of balance, Wayil made many lasting
friends on campus. The baseball, basketball, foot-
ball, and track, he learned at B.C., he continued
at Al-Hikma. He was a faithful Sodalist, a deba-
ter, a member of S.A.M., and the Yearbook
staff. He hopes to go abroad to England or to
America for further studies in Management.
saGommosaa
WILSON BUTROS ISHAQ MIRA/IZ
Baghdad. Iraq
B. Sc. in Business Administration
Pleasant, pleasing and efficient at all times Wilson
entered Al-Hikma from B.C. He was a member
of the Sodality. S.A.M. and the football team.
His work at the Library in Baghdad didn't allow
for extra time on campus, but he squeezed in many
a game of ping-pong, and patronized the Music
Club. He intends to pursue higher studies after
graduation.
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SODALITY — C. W. H.
DEBATING YEARBOOK
S. A. M. LIBRARY
DRAMATICS MUSIC CLUB
PHOTO CLUB —
SODALITY OF OUR LADY
a a a op ;-o- 3^ a
SODALISTS 1963-1964
J
./ .
OFFICERS
Fr. McDonough, S,J., and Mr. Hubert Howard, organize LECTURE on INDIA
CATHOLIC WOMEN OF AL-HIKMA
c.
w.
H
Retreat Master In Chapel
Chaldean Mass — Fr. Campbell, S.J. Fr. McDonough, S. J. Moderator, conducts meeting
Sargon and Sami' prepare to rebut Nijyar and Bob Miller — Others discuss Topic of Debate
DEBATING SOCIETY
Father Jolson. Moderator, and Officers — Farqad al-Salman, President
n
«
,
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<>
<>
Discussing Format and Style
AL-HIKMA YEARBOOK STAFF
Photographers receive Instructions
Artistic Staff on display
#AJ%
4ICHDA*
Fr. Nash. Moderator, consults with
CLASS REPRESENTATIVES
THE SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT
THE SOCIETY FOR
THE ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT .Student Chapter Charter .MembersContinued
AJIl.L-Acm- Chapter, j?l-:Hiluua'7tmvn-.$"tty
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'Jarqad al-Salman
%ruq Jlraim
%wzt Habib
3hderick ekcob
Jiaiim Sarsam
Hikmat *Basmaclti
Jiiial Stmhdiri
Tlauda Jwndsuj
3lraj J^uyurnjian
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Ibrahim Jlrel
Idin Marfan
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Staff at Work Serkis Collection Display
T
A
Fr. Cote explains liling system
DRAMA GROUP 1963-1964
This year the Dramatics Players Group under the direction of Mr. Jordan, Moderator, has
arranged a lively program of Dramatic Readings beginning with J. M. Barrie's "The Will". A full
production of a one-act play, and a program marking the 400 anniversary of the birth of William
Shakespeare are planned for the spring.
4vl
§
-#. I- ZLTL
The Music Club meets most Fridays with
Moderator, Fr. Ibach, to enjoy a relaxing cultural
session of classical and semi -classical music. Occa-
sionally, group trips arc made to the cultural
centers of the city at Khuld and Al-Shaab Halls.
Student pianists and instrumentalists lend their
talents to campus activities.
Arshak instincts Elham, while Kamal checks film
PHOTO CLUB
The Photo Club, with Fr. Nash as Moderator,
enjoyed a very successful first semester. The fun-
damentals of photographic angles, developing,
and printing were stressed. Much of the Yearbook
work was done by the Photo Club. During the
second semester many more " shutter bugs " are
expected to join the Club.
Fr. Nash explains the developing process
Nijyar says " Ready ' Mohammad and Zuhair compare techniques
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WITH OUR COMPLIMENTS
TO THE
AL-HIKMA UNIVERSITY
BAGHDAD
FROM
JETHABHAI GOKAL GO
GOKAL MERCANTILE GO
GOKAL AGENCIES CO
EXPORT — IMPORT — SHIPPING
BASRA IRAQ
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For Your Spectacles
do not hesitate to visit
Kodenstodi
Lenses
Frames
Optical Instruments
ABDUL RAZZAK AL-OWAINATI & SONS
Rashid Street, Baghdad
The Most Experienced and Oldest Optical Firm in Iraq
UUVi UUl dj*J\ 2L, Jf CL~2.C
Wissenschaftliche Vercinigung der Deutschen Augenoptiker
Superior Quality Spectacles Serviced by Qualified Opticians
AL-H1KMA 72
PHILIPS
FOR LASTING\VALUE
MAINS WORLD-RECEIVERS
THE BIG SOUND IN RADIO
at-eaif
1
RADIOGRAMS
THE GREATESTFOR RADIO
AND RECORDS!
ALL-TRANSISTORTABLE RADIO
ROUND-THE-HOME ENTERTAINMENT'
Internationally
-they're the
tops
!
TAPE RECORDERS],
TRUE-TO-LIFE |,
GRAMOPHONESWONDERFUL
RECORD REPRODUCTION!
ALL-TRANSISTOR
PORTABLES
PACKED WITH POWER!
SOLE AGENTS AFRICAN IRAQI
BAGHDAD - BASRAH
TRADING C° (P.LS.C)
TEL. 87393 - 82355
aa««ninnrnnnnnHHMg
AL-HIKMA 7 5
Burroughs
Adding, Bookkeeping & Accounting Machines
Present Their Heartiest
Congratulations to the
Graduates of
AL-HIKMA
UNIVERSITY
Class of '64
Sole Distributor in Iraq
IRAQ IMPORT & DISTRIBUTION CO. (W.LL)
Sa'doun Building — South Gate — Baghdad — Tel.: 89713
74 AL-HIKMA
i /
F. & A. TAWFIK YONAN
Rashid St. (Khasaqi Mosque Square) BAGHDAD -- Tel. 4937
ELECTRICAL MATERIALS
Cables & Wires-Installation Materials - - Fans - - Lamps & Lighting
Fittings & Television
ARAB BANK LIMITED
Established :
Paid up Capital and Reserves :
Deposits :
Assets :
Jerusalem 1930
10,300,000 Dinars
63,000,000 Dinars
103,000,000 Dinars
Head Office :
Branches in Iraq :
Amman, Jordan
Baghdad (two branches), Basrah, Mosul
The Arab Bank has the widest
and North Africa.
network of bank branches in the Middle East
The Arab Bank issues its owr
Cheques in sterling and U.S. Dollar
Circular Letters of Credit and Travellers
s : they are valid in all countries.
AL-HIKMA 75
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Sa'adoon Street, Alwiya
Baghdad
<$>
DISTRIBUTORS FOR :
* BAIRD & TATLOCK (London) LTD.
Scientific Equipment Manufacturers and Laboratory Furnishers.
* HOPKIN & WILLIAMS LTD.
Chemicals, Reagents, Stains etc.
* W. B. NICOLSON (Scientific Instruments) LTD.
School Science Apparatus anil Instruments.
* ERNST LEITZ G.m.b.H., WETZLAR
Microscopes and Optical Instruments for Medicine, Science, Laboratory
and Research Projection Equipment for Lecture Halls and Audio-Visual
Centres.
* DENNERT & PAPE, ARISTO-WERKE, HAMBURG
Fine Quality Slide Rules and Drafting Instruments.
* KERN & COMPANY, AARAU — SWITZERLAND
First Class Surveying and Drawing Instruments.
* BELL & HOWELL
Cine Projectors and Cameras, 16 mm. and 8 mm., with complete
accessoi ies
.
* MARCONI INSTRUMENTS, LIMITED
Electronic Instruments for Telecommunication and Industry.
* AVO, LIMITED
Electrical, Electronic and .Nucleonic Testing Instruments.
Your enquiries will receive our prompt
attention and our technical staff are at your
service to recommend the most suitable
equipment.
Phone 83414, 83417
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Walk a mile for "pERIDA"
78
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AL-HIKMA
BAGHDAD HOTEL
— Well known in Iraq and abroad - 200 rooms, each with bath
A telephone in each room and each bath — 400 internal and 20 outside lines
— Oriental and Western food — Fully air-conditioned - Ample parking.
CABLE : BAGOTEL Telephone : 89031-50
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THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY (IRAQ) W.L.L.
SAADOON ST., RAWAF, BAGHDAD, TEL. 89541 \\et\ : OjiiS - il-Uu - Jt\ jj\ - o,.uJI fjli
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Philco
Famous for quality
the world over
Refrigerators
Air Conditioners
Washing Machines
etc
PHILCO
SHOW-ROOMS
Bab-el-Sharqi
Baghdad Tels 81274-82740-98780
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^(^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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ALLADIN TRAVELS W.L.L.
Will be glad to render their services
to the Reverend Fathers and Students
of al-Hikma University
•
for Air Sea and Land Travel
•
Our Office is opposite Baghdad Hotel
Telephone : 81431,2,3 — 82014
I SI
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KIRDAR ROOFING FELT
was used for
WATERPROOFING
•
at the
Al-Hikma University Buildings
•
Factory : on Muaskar Rashid Road
Baghdad -- Tel. : 98180 — 82014
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SALON GEORGES
— For your Modern Hair Styles
— Tincture - Permanent
— Care of the Hair with the best Products
— Your will always have Expert Treatment
at SALON GEORGES
Y
gSltSSMSSNSsNSsNSsNSSie^
HIGH CLASSE
Perfumes - Beauty Products
Wigs- Accessories for the care of the Hair
Dryers - Rinses
Furnishings of best World Quality at
Magasin HIGH CLASSE
GEORGES TUFENKDJIAN
MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTATIVE
HUSSAM AL-DINE STREET
ALWIYAH 53/21-1. G
BAGHDAD-IRAQ
TEL. OFFICE 90651-90109
RES. 99475
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BOOTES FABULOUS
1964 RANGE of quality cars
HILLMAN IMP
To-day's most advanced light car. Rear-
mounted, aluminium die-cast, overhead-cam-
shaft engine gives 40-45 mpg. All round
independent suspension. Room for four with
luggage space.
"CfiZXk
HUMBER SUPER SNIPE
Elegance and luxury with smooth 100 mph
performance from a 6 cyl. 3 litre engine. Front
disc brakes give instant stopping. Borg-
Warner fully-automatic transmission or
overdrive extra. And the distinctive, economical
Humber Hawk.
HILLMAN SUPER MINX
Superb elegance and comfort . . . with 80 mph
performance
. . . front disc brakes for extra
safety. Also the New Hillman Minx de Luxe
Saloon. Front disc brakes ... no greasing
points. And the new-styled double-purpose
Husky
.
[tfUUL
HUMBER SCEPTRE
Humber luxury in a sports saloon. Suoerb all
round performance from a 1.6 litre engine.
Self-cancelling overdrive standard on top and
3rd gears. Built-in ventilation and screen
washers.
NEW SUNBEAM RAPIER
The exciting Rapier gets a new look. More
power ... no greasing points for easier ser-
vicing . . . improved suspension . . . servo-
assisted braking . . . new colour schemes.
SUNBEAM ALPINE
The brilliant 100 mph Alpine, with front disc
brakes, comes to you in two versions: Gran
Turismo Hardtop with streamlined rear com-
partment. And the Sports Tourer.
A better buy because they're better built
IRAQ, DISTRIBUTORS
IBRAHIIVf J. SAAD & FILS
BAGHDAD — Tels. : 86781 / 4
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FACIT CALCULATOR
direct back transfer
16-figure capacity
Facit CM2-16 is the perfect calculator for the
general office. Solves the little problems as fast as
they come up — yet 16-figure capacity and such
time-saving features as direct back transfer from
both product and multiplier registers and tens trans-
mission throughout make the CM2-16 ideal for
complicated 3-factor problems. Ultra-simple 10-key
"adding machine" keyboard that anyone can master
in 15 minutes.
liasic material: Swedish steel
Direct back transfer
Easy to move and carry
Elastic touch
Elegant design and Viking
grey colour
For further
details -
today
SWEDISH ORIENTAL CO
Baghdad — Iraq
Tel. 84819
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Oft Quality
rr
Agents for :
1. Armstrong Paints
2. Integral Waterproofer for concrete
and mortar Sternson 300
3. Placticizer for concrete and
mortar — Sternson N. V. R.
4. Gypsum Plaster
5. White Portland Cement (E. B. R.)
6. Harmine Whiting
7. Cement Colours (Pigments)
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The Priceless Extra
of Experience
Think for a moment of the many choices
we make in life which are determined
by our confidence in somebody's expe-
rience.
Choice in important things, like selec-
ting a doctor, a lawyer, or a friendly
advisor. In less important things, like
having something repaired. In even
minor, everyday, personal problems,
where we want wise guidance.
So deeply ingrained is this basis for
choice in all our actions, it comes as no
surprise when so many experienced
travelers say that this is why, when they
fly overseas, they put their trust in Pan
American.
For Pan American is "The World's
Most Experienced Airline" — in years
of flying over the seven seas— in every
type of transport plane— in fine mecha-
nics who maintain these planes— in pilots
and engineers who fly and navigate
them— in services to care for you before
you embark, while on your flight, and
when you land. All under the high
discipline of U. S. flight standards.
A Pan American traveler is a confident
traveler, reposing his trust in these years
of experience in getting you from here
to there— comfortably, dependably,
serenely.
It's a great experience to fly with
experience on Pan American.
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THE IRAQ SCIENTIFIC CO. W.L.L.
P. O. BOX 287
BAGHDAD
IRAQ
Tel. : 93926 Cable : SCIENCO
Sole representatives of leading manufacturers
of scientific instruments, laboratory equipment and
reagents, engineering and drawing office equipment,
medical and surgical instruments.
A wide variety of laboratory chemicals, reagents,
apparatus, filter paper, soil, concrete and bituminous
equipment and glassware is held in stock.
<S><$><*><$>
FAST. ACCURATE AND ECONOMICAL
suB-sumec /mmw/ons
scour
Refraction Seismograph
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;\Vhen we say Tomorrow,
we mean Tomorrow
»
J\> j>Aj\ -aS*
ABDUL-HADI BAQIR
BAGHDAD
Jul ,Oa->-
:
j_jik!l J,
Samawal Street AL DAMARACHI Building
Telegraphic : « ALBAQIR »
_ . , ( 81866 - OfficeTelephone : g5408 _^^
CUSTOMS
CLEARING AGENT
IMPORTER EXPORTER
Specialists in legal questions affecting
Customs, Duties, Import Licences, etc.
Agent for FORSTER & SABBAGH Co.
and
LEVANT EXPRESS TRANSPORT Co.
and other well known firms
Has served as Clearing Agent for Al-Hikma
University since its foundation in 1956
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For your specific requirements write or call
ISHAQ H. GHAZZI
406/1, Rashid St. - BAGHDAD - Tel. j JJJJJ
( 801 1
1
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IRAQ ENGINEERING WORKS Co. W.L.L.
BAGHDAD
Established in 1948 — Capital ID 200,000/—
Include among their products
AIR COOLERS
Matches the best
imported Air Coolers
for
QUALITY
WORKMANSHIP
FINISH
Available for 1954 summer season in all sizes
2000 cfm. to 12000 cfm.
OTHER PRODUCTS
Steel desks — Cupboards — Filing cabinets — Steel shelving — Office chairs —
Tubular Furniture — Aluminium and steel ladders — Bottle Baskets — Vehicle
springs and other sheet metal work.
Head Office and Showroom : Murjan Building, South Gate — Tel. 87126-87127
Showroom : Shamash Building, Rashid Street., Tel. : 85242
Works: Karradah. Tel. : 92016-92017
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Finest Iraq Date Products
MANUFACTURED BY PIONEERS IN THE IRAQ RATE INDUSTRY
ORIGINATOR OF THE FAMOUS
«ASFAR'S DATE CUBES
»
AND OWNERS OF THE WORLD KNOWN
((BLACK SWAN BRAND
»
Some of our Numerous Products Include :
s
F
WALNUT and ALMOND DATE CUBES
WALNUT and GINGER DATE CAKES
WALNUT and ALMOND DATE PUDDING
A CHOCOLATE DATES
CARAMEL DATES
CHOICE DATES and ASSORTED NUTS
DATE SYRUP
SPICED DATES in SYRUP
DATE CHUTNEY
DATE CANDIES
R
S
ASFAR & CO., BASRAH, IRAQ
100 AL-HIKMA
IRAQ IMPORT & DISTRIBUTION CO. (W.LL.)
extend to the "64 Graduating class of Al-Hikma University, their
compliments and wish them all future success".
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BAGHDAD
Sa'adun Building - South Gate
Tel. 89711 (8 lines)
BASRAH
Al-Thawra St. - Ashar
Tel. 3750
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THOMAS PRINTING PR
58/177, Ras aI Oarja BAGHDAD
I Press : 80787
TElEphoNES
STATioNERy: 87505
CAbks : SaIiom - BAqhcUd
You can believe us if you try us once.
PROMPT DELIVERY CLEAN PRINTING MODERATE PRICES
Our Motto is P.R.E.S.S.
Promptness
Regularity
Lfficiencv
Satisfaction
Service
Best quality of ;ill kinds of Stationery.
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CHILDREN'S WORLD
'you get 'em
;
you dress 'em "
Hanna Al-Sheikh Building,
Ashar - Basra
IRAQ.
For all classes of Insurance
please contact
The ATLAS
| ASSURANCE
COMPANY LIMITED
(Incorporated in England)
Agent for Iraq
FUAD HABBA
Fuad Habba Building
Saadoon Street P.O. Box '219
Baghdad
Tel. 88708 & 89266
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VISIT
OROSDI - BACK
BASRAH
For
ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS
BASRAH STORES CO. (W. L. L.)
l. ^ Ol,;VHv* jLol; — OU-*>U • l^» _ Oli^J yilj Ji jji«4
IRAQI MODERN EQUIPMENT Co. w.l.l.
Thawra Street P. O. Box 26 — BASRAH IRAQ.
Sole Agents for : Chrysler Aircondition U. S. A.
Kelvin Marine Engines Glasgow
Hats Pumping Sets — Hamborg
Importers T. V. — Fans - - Refrigerators — Radios — Electric Appliances
AL-HIKMA
CRESCENT PHOTO STORES
A.ABB0SH&C0.
354/1 RASHID STREET BAGHDAD
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AGFA OPTIMA REFLEX 24x36
AGFA MAGNETONBAND PE 65
AGFA MOVEX AUTOMATIC
AGFA COLOR CT18
AGFA ISOPAN FILM
CAMERAS OF WORLD
RENOWN
FILMS
PAPERS
CHEMICAL
All Photographic
Requirements
Shot Guns and
Ammunition
AVAILABLE AT ALL PHOTO DEALERS
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AGFA SELECTA 24x36
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T. S. NAOUM & COMPANY
Partners:
T. S. NAOUM
Diploma in Business Administration,
( Birmingham
)
G. S. NAOUM
D. L. C. (Hons) Grad. 1 Prod. E.
( Loughborough
)
J. S. NAOUM
D. F. H. (Hons) Grad. 1 E. E.
(London)
V
VJ
Cables :
AMBER, BASRAH
Tel. N" 3437
BASRAH, IRAQ..
MANUFACTURERS :
Electro Plated Paper Pins & Clips
TRADING :
Import Various Constructional, Electrical and Mechanical Materials, Contractors for suppK
of Technical Materials and Construction of Technical Projects.
SHIPPING
:
General Agents in Iraq for :
THE "PERSIAN SHIPPING SERVICES" - Tehran.
THE "LOMBARDA LIGURE LINE" —of Messrs. Lombarda Ligure S.A.S., Genoa.
THE "MICOPERI" of Messrs. MICOPERI, S. A. S., Milano.
THE "AGIP MINERARIA" of Messrs. Agip Mineraria, S. A. S.,
Khorramshahr.
106 AL-HIKMA
• SAAOOUN STREET. TEL. 88271-88624
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FOUR DOOR
CORTINA
D E LUXE
ENGLISH FORD
Sole Agents in Iraq :
Alwiya, Baghdad IRAQI AUTOCAR Co. w.l.l
Agents for English Ford Cars and Trucks
VARTA BATTERIES
Bridgestone Tyres
Telephone ; 93338, 9336, 98295, 99886.
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CHILDREN'S WEAR ! ! !
FAROUK STORES
for
BEST STYLES
BUILDING? REMODELLING?
FREE CONSULTATION SERVICE FACTORY TRAINED EXPERTS
(Armstrong ^.^^ ^ ^.^
Floors -D esigns And Colors To
meet Every taste And budget.
WIDEST RANGE IN THE WORLD
Pay us a visit and sec for yourself.
(AVmstrong
' O « « COMPANY LTD
QUALITY SERVICE
ABDULRAMAN
ABDULAZIZ BASSAM
Pachachi Bldg. -South Gate
Baghdad
Tel.: 87018
110 AL-HIKMA
MfDDlE tkil AIRUHIS
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Sole Agent in Iraq :
D. J. MARMARDJI
South Gate -- Rashid Street -- Tel. : 83951
Baghdad — Iraq
(I jj^i- » fy
«STENOR» Vulcanizing
Machines for Tyre &
Tube repairs
Dealer in Diesel Engines
Generating Plants, Water
Pumps, Electric Motors
Batteries, Garage Equip-
ments and Tools, Cont-
ractors plant etc...
OljJjllj Jj-Oll tf&k J?Ua
..*ll JjUl w;i^j ijxll ia*!l^
«CRYPTON» Battery
Chargers & Testers
B IjJ il II t-JjlJlj CjIjU»I
«INDIA» Tyres & Tubes
(Made in Scotland — England)
All sizes available for Passenger Cars. Lorries. Tractors etc.
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THE SWISS WATCH Co. W. L. L.
RASHID STREET — BAGHDAD — TEL. 82476
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Beautiful Switzerland home of Rolex Watches
The story ofROLEX
People all over the world are now
familiar with photographs like the one
above which have been associated with
Rolex advertising during a decade. An
important decade for Rolex.
These photographs represent typical
Rolex owners. But, of course, we are
not able to mention names nor show
recognizable pictures, because Rolex
owners include members of royalty,
heads of state and great service com-
manders. Anyone who cares to visit the
Rolex head office in Geneva can see
the proof of this in the signed photo-
graphs and testimonials from some
Very Important People, which line the
walls of the Founder's office.
WHY do these men wear Rolex? The
answer is to be found as much in the
watch as in its owner.
In the watch, technical supremacy is
the reason. Rolex have been the fore-
most pioneers in the watch industry
during the last half-century. The name
"Rolex" is a synonym for the highest
quality ever to come from the hands
of the most highly skilled watchmakers
in Switzerland.
The other reason lies in the position
these famous men occupy in the world.
They must have a watch that measures
up to this position, a watch with a high
reputation for accuracy, a watch which
reflects their standing and upon which
they know they can rely in all circum-
stances —in fact, a Rolex.
THE STORY OF ROLEX continued
The Unique Oyster "Twinlock" Winding Crown
Perhaps the most notable secret
behind the OYSTER, this Rolex
nvention solved once and for
all the problems of the watch's
most vulnerable point. The
"Twinlock" winding crown
screws down onto the case itself,
and is sealed internally, as well,
by means of an extra threaded tube onto which the
winding crown also screws. Very expensive to manu-
facture, it is the only one of its type in the world.
miracle
of the
waterproof
watch
No matter how much time and care may
have been expended on a watch move-
ment, no matter how many Accuracy
Awards it may have won, it can never
stay completely accurate throughout its
working life unless it is perfectly pro-
tected from dust, dirt, sand, grease, pers-
piration, water and all the other external
elements which can seriously damage it.
So when a Rolex watch is described
as waterproof it means more
than a watch that is impervious
to water. It means a watch
that is protected 100%.
Not so long ago 100% protection
was regarded as a Utopian improba-
bility, but one man, Hans Wilsdorf,
founder of the Rolex Watch Company,
-was convinced that it was possible.
In 1927, a young English secretary
successfully completed a cross-Channel
swim wearing a Rolex watch all the
way. After this punishing test it was
found to be working perfectly—and
the world's first truly waterproof wrist-
watch was born: the Rolex OYSTER.
Since that date many watchcase manu-
facturers all over the world have attempt-
ed to imitate the famous OYSTER
case. But the Rolex OYSTER remains
supreme. Why? Because Rolex in Geneva
strictly control its manufacture by insist-
ing that each and every OYSTER must
be made entirely in Switzerland, with
the same exacting standards of accuracy
applying to both case and movement.
The
watch
that winds
itself
Now that Rolex had succeeded in de-
veloping the world's first truly water-
proof watch, they next began to turn
their attention to something that
watchmakers had been dreaming of for
generations—the selfwinding watch.
To the layman, the chief advantage
of the automatic watch is that the
wearer does not have to think about
winding it up. But to the watchmaker
it means much more— it means even
greater accuracy.
A watch that is wound by hand runs
the risk of variations in tempo, due to
uneven winding and consequent strain
on the mainspring. In an automatic
watch, however, the mainspring is kept
always at the same tension and so the
tempo is even and unvarying, ensuring
a high standard of accuracy.
It was in 1931 that Rolex patented a
selfwinding mechanism—a swinging
rotor, revolving freely in cither direc-
tion, which wound the watch silently
and automatically at the slightest
movement of the wrist. This was the
world's first really efficient selfwinding
watch—the Rolex PERPETUAL.
As soon as the original patents ex-
pired, the entire watch industry again
paid Rolex the compliment of adapting
their invention. But Rolex already had
a fifteen-year start, and constant im-
provement and research keeps the Rolex
Perpetual in the forefront of all self-
winding watches to this day.
THE BIRTH OF THE "DAY-DATE"
Not content with a watch that was waterproof and selfwinding
Rolex turned their attention to the calendar watch : a watch that
showed the date in a neat window on the dial, magnified bya lens
for easy reading. And after that, they added the day of the week
spelt out in full. Both the day and the date change automatically
and instantaneously on the stroke of midnight.
This new model, which was christened the "Day-Date," is
the world's most handsome, waterproof, selfwinding, calendar
Chronometer—the crowning achievement of Rolex of Geneva.
THE STORY OF ROLEX continued CONtbou owk*^
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Until 1951, a manufacturer could call
any watch a "Chronometer." (An
Officially Certified Chronometer takes
about four times as long to make as
an ordinary watch and must retain
phenomenal accuracy under extreme
conditions.)
Rolex have NEVER described any
of their watches as Chronometers unless
they first passed the stringent examina-
tions of the impartial Swiss Institutes
for Chronometer Tests. To do this, the
watch movement must successfully
undergo a series of rigorous tests
which are carried out during fifteen
days and fifteen nights, in five different
positions and at three different tem-
peratures.
In 1951, the Federation of Swiss
This letter, from the Swiss
Institutes for Official
Chronometer Tests, is
proof of Rolex leadership
and pioneering in the
field of chronometric
precision during the
last 35 years.
Watch Manufacturers ruled that all
movements must pass these tests before
being sold as Chronometers. Since that
date, less than 0.25% of the forty-odd
million movements produced annually
by the Swiss watch industry have
obtained Official Timing Certificates.
The letter on the right shows that since
1 927 Rolex have produced over 500,000
Officially Certified Chronometers
—
about 50% of the total production of
the entire Swiss watch industry.
THE ROLEX RED SEAL
Until recently, the Red Seal was
attached to every Rolex which had
been recognized as an "Officially Certi-
fied Chronometer." Rolex are now rais-
ing their own standards even higher:
henceforth no Rolex will be worthy of
the title of "Chronometer" and bear
a Red Seal unless it has obtained the
very highest distinction for precision
and quality from a Swiss Institute for
Chronometer Tests: "Especially Good
Results."
Culmination ofthe watchmakers' skill,
the Rolex "Day-Date," described on
the previous page.
To
please
the eye
It is significant that the Rolex design
centre is based in Geneva, for Geneva
has long been famous for elegance of
styling. Rolex is proud to continue this
tradition.
Rolex have produced exquisite ladies'
watches, made from breathtaking
diamonds, such as this prize-winning
Ice Flower, inspired by the delicate
tracing of morning frost on a winter
windowpane. Their men's watches, too,
are daringly different, like this new
model, "King Midas," sculptured with
a classical purity of line from precious
metals, and this 18-ct. gold pocket
watch, "The Ascot," whose traditional
simplicity is relieved only by the flaw-
less diamonds and sapphires which
surround the dial.
These are the designs that testify to
the Rolex policy that a watch is as
much a part of a man's or woman's
wardrobe as it is an instrument for
measuring time.
THE STORY OF ROLEX continued
Trials
and
Triumphs
During the past thirty years, Rolex have equipped scores
of important expeditions. The knowledge Rolex have
gained from the reports on the behaviour of their watches,
plus the results of their own laboratory tests, has enabled
Rolex to develop new and revolutionary models for
special purposes.
That is why Rolex watches have been to the highest
point of the earth's surface, at the bottom of the deepest
ocean chasm known to man, up in the stratosphere at
speeds much greater than sound, in the arctic, the jungle
and the desert. No other watch has such a record. Wherever
men explore and experiment, their success, even their
lives, will depend on their material. It is hardly surprising
that they so often choose Rolex watches as part of their
vital equipment.
%»*
Copyright: The Mount Everest Foundation
Rolex Oyster Perpetual "EXPLORER" watches were official
equipment on the first successful Everest expedition when Sir
Edmund Hillary and Sherpa Tensing were the first to conquer
the world's highest peak. In the words of Sir John Hunt,
leader of the expedition : "We have come to look upon Rolex
watches as a vital part of high-climbing equipment."
This Rolex Oyster Perpetual "GMT-MASTER" was the first of its kind
ever designed. By means of its twenty-four hour hand and its revolving
outer bezel, it indicates the time in any two time zones on the earth's
surface. Ideal for pilots, navigators, ships' captains and intercontinental
travellers. It is the Official Timepiece of Pan American World Airways.
rwnniiriiT
A special Rolex "•OYSTER" was fitted to
the outside of the bathyscaph "Trieste"
when it dived to a record depth of 35,798
feet
—
nearly 7 miles' The Rolex was still
working perfectly when the "Trieste" re-
turned to the surface after eight hours,
having withstood pressures of nearly seven
tons per square inch! This unique watch is
now on permanent display at the
Smithsonian Institute in Washington D.C.
Another "first" by Role\
of Geneva — the pace-
setting Oyster Perpetual
"SUBMARINER" was de-
veloped specially for deep-
sea and skin divers, but
thousands of others have
found it the ideal watch for
everyday wear. Extra
robust, waterproof to 660
feet, it is a favourite with
yachtsmen, fishermen,
water skiers and all those
fond of aquatic sports. Its
revolving bezel, which was
introduced as a means of
measuring time elapsed
under water, hascommend-
ed it to all those who want
a simplified stopwatch, as
well as an accurate time-
piece, on their wrists.
f-; c
A special Rolex-built gauge, used in the
laboratories of Rolex at Geneva for testing
the effects on watches of pressures up to
600 atmospheres— the equivalent of four
wiles under the sea !
THE STORY OF ROLEX continued
Only too few
Only too few people can own a Rolex
:
because the production of Rolex
watches is of necessity limited.
It is limited by the very high stan-
dards of the men who make them—by
the Rolex policy that "only the best is
good enough"—by the Rolex insistence
that every part of an Oyster watch, in-
cluding the case, must be made entirely
in Switzerland.
Each and 'every component of a
Rolex watch is checked by men who
have dedicated their entire lives to the
industry and to whom watchmaking is
not a job but an art. The "finesse" of
watchmaking lies in the clear eye, the
steady hand, the skill passed down
through generations.
But Rolex's vigilance does not end
there, for almost as much care goes
into the distribution of Rolex watches
as goes into the making of them. For
only the finest jewellers all over the
world are selected to handle Rolex
—
men who, by tradition, have the know-
ledge and skill to give a fine watch the
attention it deserves.
So if you have to wait a little while
for the Rolex watch you have chosen,
please remember that it is because
Rolex owe a debt to their reputation
and that this debt can only be paid by
quality and not quantity.
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IRAQ SPORTS
Est : 1929
Rashid Street — BAGHDAD Iraq
(f\
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Manufacturers Representatives, Importers & Distributors of : -
Photo & Cine Cameras, Projectors & Equipment Typewriters,
Dymo Label Makers (Dymo Tapewriters), Tape Recorders,
Shavers, Watches, Novelties, Shirts, Swimwear,
Leather and Travel
Coods Sportsgear
',ff,**f'f iff fI? fek
>>
V
>u*
Tailors, Merchants & Department Store
Contractors to the Ministry of EDUCATION & DEFENCE.
New Contracts Solicited.
Telephones : 4376
,
89355
, 92479 Cables Address : ' MOHINDRA ' Baghdad
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UNITED CHEVROLET Co.W.L.L.
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS IN IRAQ
FOR
BUICK and CHEVROLET Cars and Trucks
DEALERS IN :
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, LUBRICATING OILS AND GREASES,
TYRES AND TUBES, REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING.
HEAD OFFICE: AL RASHID STREET, BAGHDAD
Branches : BASRAH — MOSUL
T.A.: «TAXI, BAGHDAD,, Telephone: 87121, 83516, 80300
THE GERMAN CULTURAL INSTITUTE
BAGHDAD
( branch — Goethe Institute )
Two courses are offered at the German Institute : for begin-
ners, and for advanced students. The length of a course is three
months with three lessons per week.
The Institute is ready to supply any inquirer with complete
information about the possibilities of studying in W. Germany
There is a very active social life at the Institute compri-
sing
: regular excursions, concert parties, etc.
The German Institute is located near'Al-Nasr Cinema (Entrance
Road Baghdad Sewage Board)
Time of Registration : 10-1; 5-8
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A Giant Step Forward
with
KlefjfB
the complete line o< quality shoe
Jlcttci
Serve you well
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IN SERVICE EARLY 1964
Triumphantly swift, silent, serene
The VC10 is a plane of majestic power, h i* triumphantly
fast. Yet the VC10 is the quietest, smoothest plane you can
flv in. For the power is in the tail. The four Rolls-Royce
Conway jets are rear- mounted and you fly in the comfort
and silence ahead of the power. This magnificent plane
comes into regular scheduled service, early in 1964. And
BOAC moves a clear six years ahead of'anv other airline.
For information and bookings consult your usua
BAGHDAD: BOAC, Skender Stephen Bldg., Sadoon Street,
BASRA : BOAC, Shaft Al Arab Hotel, Basra Airport, Tel. 7286
£
Proved Rolls-Royce power from 4 Conway jets
BOAC was first with jets. Now they bring you the VC10 built
by the British Aircraft Corporation. Its advanced Rolls-Royce
Conway engines arc developed from the experience gained in
26 million hours of jet service in the air. With a thrust of
21.000 lb each, the new Conway R.Co. 42/ls are the most
powerful civil jet engines in the world.
I IATA Appointed Travel Agent or BOAC
opposite Baghdad Hotel, Tel. 86446-83346-83284 -
KIRKUK: Bahjat Hassan & Co., Atlas Street, Tel. 2805.
All over the world BOAC takes good care of you
R I T I S H OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION
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THE MODERN
WOODEN ROLLER SHUTTERS
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ARTIN KRIKORIAN
FOR MODERN
FURNITURE
AND ALL KINDS OF
WOODWORK
PROMPT DELIVERY
j 84390 Factory
e
j 83954 Office
BAGHDAD — IRAQ
THE MEN WHO DO
BIG BUSINESS
ALL
READ T H E
IRAQ
TIMES
The Times Printing and Publishing Public Shareholding Company
Established in 1921 Baghdad and Basra
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FARID OBEID & CO. W.L.L.
Importers and Manufacturers' Representatives
Suppliers to Government Departments,
Factories and Public Organizations
of the following :
Heavy and fine Chemicals
Water Treatment Chemicals
Chlorine and Ammonia
Agricultural Chemicals
Insecticides and Refrigerants
Laboratory Equipments
Paints and Dyestuffs
Plastics and Compounds
Tanning Materials
Solvents and Additives
Hardwares & Non-Ferrous Metals
etc... etc... etc...
The Company also holds, locally, a Big
Variety of Laboratory Equipments and Ins-
truments suitable for Colleges, Laboratories
and Pharmacies at Reasonable Prices.
Please call on, write to, or telephone :
FARID OBEID & CO,
W.L.L
Al-Bassam Building, Sadoun St., Baghdad
Tel.: Main Offices: 80604, Showroom: 88643
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UNITED BANK OF IRAQ
S.A.
Head Office : Baghdad - Iraq
Authorised Capital : . D. 1.000.000
Paid up Capital : . D. 500.000
Branches
:
Baghdad — Samawal Street (Main Branch)
Baghdad — South Gate Branch
Baghdad — Kadhimia (Under
Establishment)
Basra
All Banking Transactions.
Correspondents All Over the World.
Rents Safe Deposit Lockers.
I 8 2 5 9 1
Tel. < 8 6413
874 13
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IRON INDUSTRIES Go. W.L.L.
TELG. - MOH'D. BAGHDAD. TEL. N° 91633
Our Factory manufactures Steel Cupboards for Kitchens according to sizes and colours required
;
also other Steel equipments necessaiy for Offices, Doctor's Clinics as well as Steel Doors, Windows
and Pressed Doors according to special drawings.
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CREDIT BANK OF IRAQ
(L.S.C.)
Has opened its offices for business as from I / I / 1963
Capital Paid up: D. 1,000,000
Head Office : P. O. Box 4
New Bank Street Baghdad
The bank has six branches at Baghdad, and branches at Basrah,
Mosul, Arbil, and Zubair.
It has agents and representatives throughout the world.
In the conduct of its banking operations, Credit Bank of Iraq has inherited
from Ottoman Bank accuracy as well as organisation.
Baghdad Telephone Exchange 87161 (10 lines)
MHMHHOeSt
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2A/6/26 Sara Khaton Road
Muaskar al-Rashid Street
Baghdad, Iraq
Tel. 99840, 91559
TAWFIQ KASSIR SONS
ENGINEERING AND TRADING CO.
CONTRACTORS FOR OIL AND WATER
STORAGE TANKS AND PIPELINES
122 AL-HIKMA
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MODERN WORKING UTENSILS FOR
WRITING DRAWING CALCULATING MEASURING
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FABER
PROGRESS IN
YOUR HAND
A. W. FABER-CASTELL
STEIN BEI NURNBERG
UNDUETSCH TRADING CO. (IRAQ,) W.L.L.
ABU NAWAS STREET
NEAR AL-JUMHURIYA BRIDGE
Tel. 86364 - 88878
BAGHDAD • IRAQ
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WHETHER YOU TRAVEL FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE
ORIENTOURS
WILL SOLVE ALL YOUR TRAVEL DIFFICULTIES
Travel - Tours - International Transport - Shipping - Forwarding -
Foreign Exchange - Customs Clearance - Air Freight
Head Office
445/1 Rashid Street, Baghdad - IRAQ.- Phones Nos. 6251 -84253-87751
I ATHENS - KIRKUK
Cables : "ORIENTOURS" -- Branches : Dtcr>A „ ™^C ttt
{ BASRAH - MOSUL
Agents & Correspondents : THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
The Orient Travel Corporation -"ORIENTOURS"
Members of the INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION (I.A.T.A.)
Members of the AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TRAVEL AGENTS (A.S.T.A.)
Members of the INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF TRAVEL AGENCIES (F.I.A.V.)
Members of the WORD ASSOCIATION OF TRAVEL AGENTS (W.A.T.A.)
Members of the ARAB ASSOCIATION OF TRAVEL AGENTS (A.A.T.A.)
GENERAL AGENTS FOR :
The United States Lines - Trans World Airlines - The Adriatica Lines
HANNA SHAIKH
RIVER TRANSPORT Co.
BASRAH IRAQ.
Registered Company for River Transport
Freight booked on through bills of Lading for
Through (Overside), Transferred, and Local Cargoes
Special Quotations offered for large shipments
Sea-going transportation in the Arab Gulf between
Basra, Kuwait, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia
OWNERS OF BRICK FACTORIES
Owners of Machine Bricks
Factories and Suppliers
Head Office: BASRA Branches: AMARAH, Baghdad
Bankers : British Bank of the Middle East, Eastern Bank,
Credit Bank, Arab Bank and Rafidain Bank
Cables : "Al-Shaikh" Basrah, Amarah and Baghdad
Code : Bently's
Fly to the
Heart of Europe
BBHBBBBBB
AL-HIKMA
bjk^L
125
TONIETTI OPTICAL HOUSE
(Member of Association of British Dispensing Opticians)
TOP
OF
THEIR
CLASS
Rashid Street - Beit Lynch, Top Fetto Pharmacy
Tel. : 83846 — Baghdad
DIRECTORY OF JESUIT
INSTITUTIONS IN IRAQ
ST. JOSEPH'S RESIDENCE
Superior's Residence, and House of
Arabic Studies
Superior of Jesuits in Iraq :
Rev. John J. Williams, S.J.
Administrator : Rev. Leo J. Shea. S.J.
Address : Rawaf Street. Box 2144
Bettaween, Baghdad, Iraq
Telephone : 80772
Telegram : IRAMEDA BAGHDAD
AL-HIKMA UNIVERSITY
President : Rev. John P. Banks, S.J.
Administrator : Rev. Joseph A. Paquet, S.J.
Treasurer : Rev. James P. Larkin, S. J.
Dean : Rev. Joseph L. Ryan, S.J.
Address : Box 2125
Baghdad, Iraq
Telephone : 99063
Telegram : IRAMEDA BAGHDAD
BAGHDAD COLLEGE
Secondary School
President : Rev. Michael J. McCarthy, S.J.
Administrator : Rev. Joseph J. Flaucher, S.J.
Treasurer : Rev. Thomas J. Kelly, S.J.
Principal : Rev. Harold R. Powers, S.J.
Address : Box 260
Baghdad, Iraq
Telephone : Jesuit Residence : 27612
Office of President : 27611
Office of Administrator : 27611
Office of Treasurer : 29660
Office of Dean : 22369
Boarding Section : 22361
Telegram : BAGHDAD COLLEGE, BAGHDAD
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A' -Hikma lads on their toes for a successful season
Ck Ck.. P M
Basketball Team 1963 — 1964
Front, right to left — Hikmat Basmachi, Armen Sossikian, Jamal Yusuf, Ahmed
Jamil. Shamuel Yusuf.
Rear, right to left — Edward George, Farid Bashu, Emmanuel Francis, Samir
Qattan, Basim al Umar, Salar Ghaffur. Missing :
Nabil Shunniya and Talal Jaju.
BASKETBALL
The Blue and Gold of Al Hikma again made its
presence felt on the basketball courts of Baghdad.
After a late start the newcomers Ahmed, Armen,
Farid, Nabil and Talal joined the holdovers from
last year's squad, Emmauuel, Jamal, Salar and
Shamuel to take on the Law School. Lack of height,
experience and shooting spelled defeat for our team
53 - 38. These same defects showed up in the next
game, but we managed to squeak by the Institute
of Languages by the score of 37-33. With the pros-
pects of another game with the Law School in view,
out of temporary retirement came Basim, Edward,
Hikmat and Samir. This sparked the team to an
unexpected victory 52-47. The Arts College next
fell victims to the men of Al Hikma by the scores
of49-36 and 57-51. This put us in the final playoff
round robin with the Institute of Physical Educa-
tion, the Engineering College and the Law School.
These games were all played in the new indoor
gymnasium of the Institute of Physical Education.
Unfortunately, the new surroundings seemed more
favorable to the opposition and we lost all three
games. This gave us the fourth place out of the
original nineteen teams in the league. The impro-
vement of the team during the season augurs well
for next year.
Father Kelly coaches his team to victor;
f f rr f ^i
w £*
A Friendly Game with the College of Arts under the expert eye of their Coach. Behnam Basilios
3L M CI ^ ^
Football Team 1963 1964
Rear row : Sargon Dick, Coach Mr. Seamus O'Cleireacain. Zia Ishaq, Kamal
Dinkha, Ishu Gaddu, Fahmi Michael, Emmanuel Francis.
Front row : Captain Wilson Benjamin. Farid Bashu, Ahmed Jamil, Samir (Rat-
tan, Nuri Asker, Tuma Michael.
FOOTBALL
Al Hikma had a fait' football season in
the fall of 1963. Games were played with
Adhimiya Club, Hormentmen Club, Arts
College, Institute of Public Administra-
tion, Commerce College, and for a second
time, Arts College. Our team won two
games, tied one, and lost three. In the
Spring Season we have been building
strength for the next inter-collegiate
tournament. We will miss three stalwarts
from the senior class, Kamal Dinkha,
Samir Qattan and Fahmi Michael. But
we have a lot of power in Wilson Benja-
min, Ahmed Jamil, Zia Ishaq, and Sha-
muel Vusuf.
All Those Holes Cost Six Dinars Mas be the Leprechauns will Help Practice Makes Perfect
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VOLLEYBALL TEAM 1963-1964
Left ro right : Tap Row : Fr. McDonough, Nazar Zari, A-Hadi Jabbar, Freddy Johny, Phenuel Philip (Manager).
Bottom Row: Wilson Benjamin, Ishu Gaddu, Muwaffaq Amin, Eliahu Shentob, Hazim al-Umar.
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Intra-mural Champions — Junior Business An Aspirant
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WOMEN'S TEAM 1963-1964
COACH: Mi. HOWARD
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Work-out at Baghdad College Courts.
TENNIS
CLUB
^Zm rf^\
Al-Hikma Tennis Team helps Court Construction. Fr. Nash assures Coeds of New Courts by April.
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.Marlyn Jan wins Championship from Noushik Simonian.
yj^fj-G^g) LlBGOflwpWrojVoff
Fuad Heskel upsets Fakhri Jazrawi for Men's Championship.

1964— AL-HIJCMA TINTVFRSTTY T^ Ani^ a/tfft 1Q(S4VIVXiV VJ Ly 1. V L/ivul J- L J JUT
Event First Place Second Place Third Place Time or Distance
110 m Hurdles A Ishu Gaddu Samir Qattan Mahir al-Nai'mi 15.8 sec
110 m " B Ahmad Jamil Nijad Fattuhi Samir Hanna 15.5 "
100 m Meters A Phenuel Philip Saad Assad Talal Jaju 1 1 .9 sec
100 " B Ahmad Jamil Nijad Fatluhi Habib Gabriel 12.4 "
200 m Meters A Phenuel Philip Talal Jaju Laith Khudhairi 24.6 "
B David Frank Nijad Fattuhi Habib Gabriel 26.5 "
400 Meters A Sargon Dick Shamuel Yusuf Adnan Behnani 60.9 "
400 " B Farid Bashu David Frank Alaa Hussein 64.8 "
800 "• open Emmanuel Francis Saad Assad Wilson Benjamin 2.25 min.
1500 " Emmanuel Francis Shamuel Yusuf Saad A-Rahman 5.07 min.
Javelin Fuad Jacob Adnan Bchnam Richard Miller 37.6 meters
Discus A Sabah Tummina Hazim al-Umar Nabil Tummina 31.44
Discus B Nasrat Yusuf Rashid Rumani Imad Allawi 22.16
Shotput A Fuad Jacob Sabah Tummina Nabil Tummina 10.82
Shotput B Rashid Rumani Imad Allawi l'akhri Jazrawi 9. 8
High Jump A Richard Miller Alaa Hussein Mahir al-Nai'mi 1.58
Broad Jump A Samir Qattan Laith Khudhairi Phenuel Philip 5.85
Broad Jump B Nijad Fattuhi Mufid Ashu Nasrat Yusuf 5.24
Hop Skip Jump A Ishu Gaddu Hushmand al-Jaf Saad Assad 11.82
" " " B Ahmad Jamil Alaa Hussein Farid Bashu 11.33
80 Meters (Girls) Ravena Thomas Nadia Awdish Nadira al-Mattar 12. 6
Broad Jump (Girls) Nadia Awdish Ravena Thomas Juliet David 3.48 Meters
Fat Men's Race: Rashid Rumani
Egg and Spoon Race: Elham Mammu
3-Legged Race: Sargon Dick Samir Qattan
Sack Race: Emmanuel Francis
Mixed Relay Winners: Sargon Dick, Nadia Awdish, Nadira Mattar, Phenuel Philip 60.6 sec.
Class Relay — Freshma i — Talal Jaju. Ahmad Jamil, Emmanuel Francis, Saad Assad 50.3 sec.
HIGH SCORER — 24 POINTS — PHENUEL PHILIP
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Bob Miller Model Ship Construction
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Sophomore GULBENKIAN SCHOLARS : Kamil Sha'shu, William Hardun, Anahid Orchanian,
George Jamil, Murad Wartanian.
SCHOLARSHIP
Holy Cross Scholar
Nabil Aziz
Baldwin Scholar
Basil Kattula
Cardinal Cushing Scholar
Nuri Thomas
Each year Al-Hikma University extends to
Freshmen Students the opportunity to obtain a
limited number of Scholarships. This is done
through competitive examinations at the Univer-
sity in June. In addition to these examination
results, the Government examination results, rela-
tive financial need, as well as character and
conduct reports, are factors carefully weighed
before Scholarships are definitely granted.
Scholarships available at present are :
The Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation
Scholarships
The Baghdad College Scholarships
The Holy Cross Scholarship
The Cardinal Cushing Scholarship
The Baldwin Scholarships
The Clos Scholarship.
ien GULBENKIAN SCHOLARS : Fakhri Yono, Nazar Qashat, Hamid Attisha, Jack Sawdayi, Quraish Yusul.
DEAN'S LIST
First Semester, 1963-1964
First Honors 3.85 - 4.00
Second Honors 3.70 - 3.85
3.82 Galib al-Timimi
3.81 Lydia Dabbi
Third Honors, 3.50 - 3.69
3.68 Nubar Keresjian
3.67 Sami' al-Banna
3.65 Vraj Harutunian
3.63 Abdul-Rahman al-Ka
3.59 Nasir al-Farisi
3.53 Fakhri Yonu
3.53 Fawzi Habib
Honorable Mention 3.00 - 3.49
3.47 Hamid Attisha
3.44 Linda al-Ani
3.44 Maan Hamid
3.38 Hanaa al-Dulumy
3.35 Jack Sawdayi
^^j^J^
I I 1 Muwaffaq Simani
3.32 Had. Sarral
3.29 Mahir al-Naimi
3.25 Sabah Yusul
3.24 Basil Kattula
3.24 Hilal Stephan
3.21 NajahAkkam
3.18 Yusuf Dabbi
3.12 Habib Gabriel
3.12 Nijad Fattuhi
3. 1 1 William Hardun
3.06 Arsham Mirzian
3.06 Heskel Eizer
3.06 Lilian Bashir
3.05 Houda Hendow
3.00 Anan Mohindra
3.00 Anis Barghuti
3.00 Daud Abdul -Xabi
3.00 Freddy al-Ani
3.00 Nijjar Shemdin
3.00 Robert Miller
3.00 Samir Qattan
3.00 Wilson Ishaq
DEAN'S LIST
Second Semester, 1962 - 1963
First Hono 3.85 - 4.00 Honorable Mention 3.00 - 3.49
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.89
George Davida
Jack Shamun
Sister Joseph
Talib al-Timimi
Fawzi Habib
Second Honors 3.70 - 3.84
3.81 Muwaffaq Simani
3.79 Maan Hamid
3.70 Sami Banarji
Third Honors 3.50 - 3.69
3.68 Voltaire Warda
3.63 Nasir al-Farisi
3.60 George Jamil
3.57 Sami' al-Banna
3.56 William Hardun
3.55 Mahir al-Naimi
1.53 Marwan Daud
3.50 Anand Mohindra
(all wisdom is from godx
3.44 Wagner Aprim
3.40 Murad Wartanian
3.40 Xuii Thomas
3.39 David Shammash
3.38 Basil Kattula
3.38 |amila Lawi
3.35 Faruq al-Umari
3.29 L'sam Khairi
3.28 Kamil Shaashu
3.26 Hadi Sarraf
3.25 Nadim Adil
3.19 Norma Gabbai
3.17 Jutta Merkel
3.17 Kamal Hoori
3.15 Nasir Yacub
3.10 Faruq Mishu
3.06 Anahid Orchanian
3.06 Sarmad al-Naimi
3.05 Sami Andrea
3.05 Wilson Ishaq
3.00 Hussam al-Owainati
3.00 Janet Geyickian
3.00 Nadim Saigh
3.00 Sulaiman Bajjali

Mr. Idress Jones and Mr. Ibrahim confer with Fr. Jolson (Moderator) and
Nijyar Shemdin (President)
Mr. A. M. Lederer after whom Al-Hikma
Chapter of S. A. M. is named.
S. A. M. LECTURES
Mr. Cezar Cordova
Dr. Mahdi Hassan
Mr. Ahmad Hasan al-Salman
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Brother Parnoff and Helpers inspect work
r
HYDRAULICS
LABORATORY
Rev. Fr. Rector Turns on First Flow of Water
FY. Paquet and Fr. Kellv on Inspection Tour
j *
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CONCRETE DIVING BOARD : Muwaffaq Simani, Ali Qaraghuli — BRIDGE : Maan Hamid, Basil Kattula, Mr. Bekowich (Director
of Projects), Shibib Halabu, Sami Uthman, Samir Hanna, Muwaffaq Metti
«--_£.
Transporting One Ton Reinforced Concrete Diving Board — Ali Qaraghuli, Muwaffaq Simani (below)
Jk % §
SENIOR
ENGINEERING
PROJECTS
CAR PARK : Sami Uthman. and Keyumarth Sultani (above]
RIVAL CAR PARK : Nasrat Yusuf, Phenuel Philip, Sami Andrea. RAILROAD TRESLE : Sami Aalata, Farouk Mishu
Sabah Harutunian, V'ahak Mesropian BRIDGE : Jamal Rahmani. Antvvan Kavvwam

<^ .'JfUtm^^-- «/
1913 — Boston College High School 1933 — Priesl in Iraq
(Top right) Joseph Merrick, Richard (Cardinal) Cushing
19(53 -64 Busn in Behalf of Others
AL-HIKMA SALUTES FATHER JOSEPH P. MERRICK, S.J.
— HIS GOLDEN JUBILEE AS A JESUIT -
Preacher
3>
<!>
Fr. Provincial congratulates Fr. Merrick on 50 Years of Jesuit I. if
- "Ad Mnltos Annos"
<$>
Scientist Teacher - - With Fr. Rice (Founder of Baghdad College) and
Fr. Mahan, now at B. C.
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Spellman Residence
Student Canteen (above)
Business Building (below)
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